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As proton radiation therapy centers become more widely available, we anticipate an increase in
clinical proton therapy research, e.g. clinical trials to compare the efficacy of proton therapy with that
of conforinal photon therapy. In this presentation, we explore some of the quality assurance (QA)
work that will be necessary to support multiminstitution clinical trials to include facilities in Europe,
Asia and the United States. Specifically, we shall concentrate on three areas pertaining to practical
clinical proton dosimetry for which clear, concise, and coherent guidance is needed.

First, the existing proton therapy dosimetry protocols (e.g. ICRU Report 59 [1], IAEA TRS-398 2])
provide general methods that are ell suited for adoption in proton therapy. Many additional
techniques are required in order to implement dosimetry in a contemporary proton clinic. For
example, special situations arise for small fields including those for radiosurgery and ocular
treatments, and for rotational therapy. Fortunately, this additional infori-nation is emerging from
various proton therapy centers. For example, Vatni-tsky et al. 3 described the dosimetry of small
beams, Newhauser et al. described absolute proton dosimetry techniques for radiosurgery 4] and for
ocular beams [5]. Newhauser et al. also reported on a general forinalism and practical methods for
dosimetry measurements in a rotational proton gantry 6]. Our aim is to discuss some specific needs
for the standardization of these tasks, which will be essential 'M achieving adequate uniformity in
multi-m'stitution clinical trials.

Second, we will discuss means to standardize of writing the physics QA portion of protocols for
multi�institution clinical trials, through which a statistically significant number of patient outcomes
may be obtained more rapidly. Surprisingly, only two multi�institution proton cclinical trial have
been undertaken (a skull base sarcoma trial and a prostate cancer trial, both shared between MGH and
Loma Linda). Vhy are proton centers not collaborating more closely? One reason is that they are
hindered by a lack of uniformity in medical and physics practices among the 20 proton centers
presently treating patients. In some cases, where the differences are due to markedly dissnnilar
equipment, adequate uniformity may be difficult or impossible to achieve. Fortunately, however, in
many areas the w-tifori-nity in practice can and should be improved though the adoption of common
dosimetry and reporting methods. These efforts could, to a large extent, hannonize proton QA
practices with the established corresponding methods for external,beam photon therapy. In addition,
future protocol writers will need various site-specific and class solutions. Established methods from
conventional therapy do not work well for some sites. For example, Moyers et al. 7 describes
difficulties with the ICRU 50 [8] recommendations on prescribing and eporting doses (intended for
photons) when applied to proton therapy of the lung. Hence, we aim to facilitate clear conununication
between the physicians who write the clinical trial protocols and physicists who are responsible for
providing the dosimetry necessary to carry them out.

The third and final area of preparation that we shall discuss is the standardization of QA
methodologies for proton dosimetry. At MGH we have adopted many QA techniques from externa�
beam photon and electron experience. However, proton dosimetry, and hence the needs for a QA
program, is in several ways quite different, owing to the unique properties of proton beams and also to
the comparatively immature state of conu-nercial proton therapy equipment, e.g. as compared to
commercial electron linear accelerators. In addition, the conduct of multi�institutional clinical trials
demands a high degree of consistency. A mechanism is required for conducting independent
verification of the dose delivered to patients at institutions participating in clinical tials. In some
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cases, credentialLing procedures are required to assure that radiation therapy is delivered in a uniform
manner. The Radiological Physics Center (RPC) (Houston) provides routine audits 9 and has
developed quality assurance tools to monitor and evaluate patient dosimetry and treatment accuracy in
conventional radiotherapy [10] clinical trials. The need for a similar QA program to support proton
therapy will be outlined, cluding the development and implementation of on-site dosimetry auditing
techniques and remote verification procedures at participating institutions.

In summary, we shall discuss increased standardization of proton dosimetry and that will be needed
for adequate QA of future clinical trials. The increasing availability of facilities dedicated to proton
therapy (and other heavy charged particles) presents an urgent need for greater comparability of
treatments via the standardization of procedures.
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